
Katun introduces yet another 
new high-quality toner for use 
in Kyocera Mita printers

Dealers, distributors and office supply wholesalers who have come to rely on Katun for high-quality 
new-build toner cartridges for their Kyocera Mita printers, can now order Katun® Performance™

new-build toner kit for use in their current base of mid-volume Kyocera Mita FS 1030 D printers.
These products provide the ideal combination of cost-savings and high-quality performance, and offer
greater reliability than some other aftermarket remanufactured and new-build toner cartridges.

Benefits:
◆ Expense Reduction When You Need it Most!

In today's uncertain economic environment, most every business, whether large or small, is looking
for cost savings and other ways to stay ahead of their competition. This new Katun® Performance™

toner offers you just that - significant savings versus OEM supplies, with no compromises on quality.

◆ A Growing Line You Can Depend On     
Katun’s range of products for use in Kyocera Mita printers continues to expand with the introduction
of this new toner cartridge. Kyocera Mita dealers who have successfully utilized previous Katun® toner
cartridges because of their consistent performance, high print quality and significant cost savings, will
be equally satisfied with this new Katun® toner cartridge.

◆ Receive Katun® Performance™ Quality In a Wide Range of Usage Conditions
Katun takes extra steps to validate performance in high and low temperature / humidity environments,
and utilizes high page coverage prints during testing. Now you can be confident that these 
Katun® Performance™ toners will provide consistent performance in a wide range of usage conditions.  

◆ Full Compatibility 
Cost savings can be achieved many ways, but choosing reliable, quality aftermaket toner cartridges
from Katun ensures true cost savings. Not all aftermarket products can produce true cost savings, 
as some can add costs because of poor quality performance, low yields, and unexpected service calls.
Generating true cost savings by choosing Katun® toner cartridges is one way to save money and
increase profits without sacrificing quality. 

Katun® Performance™ Toner Kit for use in

Kyocera Mita FS 1030 D (TK-120/122)
Printer
Katun PN: 36981 
OEM PNs: TK 120 (EU/FE) 

TK 122 (NA/LA)
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Product Characteristics

Model OEM Katun Priced  OEM/Katun Kit PLD 
PN PN per Yield* Contents PN

Select Katun® Performance™ Toners for use in Kyocera Printers
Model OEM PN Katun PN Priced per Yield / Cartridge*

FS 2000 D TK-310 (EU / FE)
TK-312 (NA / LA) 36705 Priced per Cartridge 12,000 pgs @ 5% coverage

FS 3900 DN TK-320 (EU / FE)
TK-322 (NA / LA) 36706 Priced per Cartridge 15,000 pgs @ 5% coverage

FS 4000 DN TK-330 (EU / FE)
TK-332 (NA / LA) 36704 Priced per Cartridge 20,000 pgs @ 5% coverage

FS 1920 TK-55 (EU / FE)
TK-57 (NA / LA) 34177 Priced per Cartridge 15,000 pgs @ 5% coverage

FS 3820/3830 TK-65 (EU / FE)
TK-67 (NA / LA) 34178 Priced per Cartridge 20,000 pgs @ 5% coverage

*Actual yield may vary, depending on machine condition and usage conditions.

TK-120 1 Toner Cartridge Triumph Adler -

FS 1030 D (EU / FE) 36981 Priced per 7,200 pgs 1 Waste Toner Bottle 44022 10015
TK-122 Cartridge @ 5% coverage Poly Waste Bag Utax - 

(NA / LA) Installation Instructions 44022 10010

*Actual yield may vary, depending on machine condition and usage conditions.

Coming Soon!
Katun® Toner for use in 
◆ Kyocera Mita FS 1300 D, FS 1350 DN - TK-132 (NA/SA), TK-130 (EU)

◆ Kyocera Mita FS 720, FS 820, FS 920, FS 1116 MFP - TK-112 (NA) TK-110 (EU)

Additional products for use in Kyocera Mita applications can be found online at www.katun.com


